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Fixed voice chat crash on non-recorded systems, by
default the device with the most records is selected.
5.1.14. Fixed a bug when working with the session
keyboard. 6.2.1 When selecting a password to enter
the system, the login calculation now works, and if
the log falls, then the password changes under the

session. Also, new users can choose their own
combination instead of the existing one. 7.2

Performance improvements Improved image display
algorithm. Now with fast browsing, the page loading
speed is significantly increased. 8.1 The algorithm
for distributing the load on the processor has been

optimized. The kernel now processes approximately
100% more pages in one working day, which in turn
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has a positive effect on system performance. 9.1 The
authorization and authentication module now

supports a list of extensions. Fixed a bug when a user
entered the server erroneously as a guest, but the

login and password were changed to their own. 10.1
In this update, there was a small update of the SSL

certificates server table. 11.1 Fixed application crash
due to JSF update. 12.1 The mechanism for changing
the encoding has been completely redesigned. Now
after installing the JSR, the session keyboard is not
displayed at all. Users cannot change the password
during the current session (only when guests arrive)

Users can set the username that will be displayed
when entering the page (only for a user with a

current session) It is required to additionally install
JSRL on the ORIENT servers. The functionality of
pinging servers has increased significantly, it has
become faster Added the ability to change the IP

address of the host if it is not defined in the interface
Now in the proxy server you can specify values

â€‹â€‹for channel marking of interrupts (interrupts
do not turn on the backlight), as well as set the

interval (step) to 100% for the full load of shaders
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Developed parameters for caching using the parallel
kernel model (1DB per session) In the server settings

files, you can now set ticket servers Simplified
package installation process Added "Change

configuration settings via console" mode Accelerated
check for the presence of external modules in the

directory with installed software Added settings for
logging to the database. Now they are automatically
executed after connecting to the server. Sorted by

date - they are now sorted by date
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